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One of the final steps in Zariski’s proof of Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion is to show the 
existence of ‘lines’ on a Del Pezzo surface. Here, looking at the anticanonical model, we find the 
number of exceptional curves of the first kind, and their incidence configuration, on a smooth 
Del Pezzo surface with K* = 2 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, using com- 
putational techniques. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 0.1. Let S be a smooth projective surface over an algebraically closed field 
IK of characteristic 2. Assume that: 
(0 4(S) = WS) = 0, 
(ii) -K, is ample, 
(iii) K,” = 2, 
(iv) the linear system 1 -K,I contains an irreducible reduced curve. 
Then S contains 56 exceptional curves of the first kind (more briefly (-1)-curves). 
These curves are pairwise coupled in the following sense. The complete an- 
ticanonical system 1 -K, 1 induces a finite 2 : 1 map 7[ : S + P2, whose branch locus 
is a conic Q, and there are 28 lines L in P2 such that n*L = r, + r2, where I-, and 
r2 are two (- I)-curves, and r, . r, = 2. There are two possibilities, depending on the 
type of intersection between Q and L: (a) r, and r, intersect in one point (tac- 
node); (/I) r, and r, intersect ransversally in two points. The incidence configura- 
tion of the 56 (-1)-curves on S is thus determined by the datum in P2 of the conic 
Q and the 28 lines L. If we denote by A, B the number of couples of (-I)-curves 
of type a, j3 respectively and by Q’ the support of the divisor ;rr*Q, the different 
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Table 1 
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Q 
irred. 
two 
distinct 
lines 
double 
line 
Q A B 
3 singular points 0 28 
@1,82,63)=(1, 1, 1) 1 27 
2 26 
3 25 
one rational 2 singular points 0 28 
component @1,62)=(2,1) 1 21 
1 21 
2 26 
1 singular point 0 28 
6=3 1 27 
two rational components non trans. int. 0 28 
each with one singular point 
with 6= 1 transversal 0 28 
intersection 1 21 
one rational component 
one singular point with S= 1 
28 0 
cases which may occur (and actualIy do) with respect o the configuration on S of 
the (-1)-curves and the curve Q’ are shown in Table 1. 
Since it follows that the surface S cannot be minimal, Theorem 0.1 is a step in 
the proof in positive characteristic of Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion q = P2 = 0 
for a smooth algebraic surface. Indeed, in the report [6], Serre, following Kodaira 
(see also [l]), showed that a minimal surface S for which q = P2 =0 is either ra- 
tional or else: 
Pit(S) = Z[-KJ, 
1 -KS 1 contains an irreducible reduced curve, 
K2>0; 
and we are left to exclude the second possibility if S is not rational. In characteristic 
0 this is done using Poincart duality and Noether’s formula (see [l]). In positive 
characteristic we distinguish the following cases: 
(a) K$r3, 
(b) K,” = 2 and char(lK) #2, 
(c) Ki=2 and char(lK)=2, 
(d) K,2=1. 
In Section 1 we show that in case (a) S is rational and in case (b) S is not minimal. 
Theorem 0.1 shows that in case (c) S is not minimal. In conclusion we give a proof 
with elementary methods of Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion in the case Kz# 1. 
It follows from a paper of Vermeulen [S] that if IK is the field of complex numbers 
the values of A for a surface as in Theorem 0.1 are subject to the conditions 
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Or A I 12, A # 10, 11 and that all these values may occur: Table 1 shows therefore 
that if we specialize in characteristic 2 the configuration of the (-1)-curves may be 
quite different. 
An important role is played in our proof by Scratchpad II symbolic computation 
system, which we used to perform some long computations. 
We remember that the first proof of Castelnuovo’s theorem in positive 
characteristic is due to Zariski [9, lo], who showed that under the above hypothesis 
the anticanonical model of S is rational. Using 1-adic cohomology techniques, 
M. Artin gave another proof (for a sketch see [2]). Later, Iskowskih in [4] used the 
fact that S satisfies the sufficient conditions for lifting in characteristic 0, i.e. 
H2(S, Q,) = 0, where Q;2, is the tangent sheaf. More recent proofs are given by Lang 
[5], using crystalline cohomology and the de Rham-Witt complex and by Suwa [7], 
who uses the de Rham-Witt complex to show that H2(S, Q,) = 0. 
1. The anticanonical model of S 
In this section we conclude the proof of Castelnuovo’s rationality criterion in 
cases (a) and (b) and establish some facts we shall need in the proof of Theorem 0.1. 
Let S be a smooth projective surface over an algebraically closed field IK. Assume 
that: 
q=P,=O, 
K,2>0, 
-K, is ample, 
1 -K, 1 contains an irreducible reduced curve C. 
The basic fact we need is the following result: 
Lemma 1.1. Let n2 1; under the above assumptions we have: 
(a) the linear system 1 -nK,I has no base points unless K,‘= 1, n = 1, in which 
case there is exactly one base point; 
(b) dim j -nK,I = +n(n + 1)K:; 
(c) when it has no base points, I-nK,j defines a birational morphism 
@,=@l_nK,l between S and @,(S) unless: 
(cl) K,” = 2, n = 1, in which case S + Ip2 is finite of degree 2; 
(~2) K,” = 1, n = 2, in which case S + G2(S) is finite of degree 2 and 02(S) is a 
quadric cone (whose vertex is the image of the only base point of @, when K,’ = 1). 
The proof of Lemma 1.1 is based on the following proposition, which is proved 
in [3, Proposition 7, p. 591. 
Proposition 1.2. Let ? be an invertible sheaf over an irreducible reduced curve C 
of genus g = h’(C, @). Then we have: 
(a) dege22g-1 impliesH’(C,II!)={O}; 
(b) deg I! 2 2g implies that .I! is generated by its global sections; 
(c) deg 122g+ 1 implies that f! is very ample. 
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Proof of Lemma 1.1. Let CE 1 -KS1 be an irreducible reduced curve. Consider the 
following exact sequence: 
0 + q + 65$-K,) --* @J-K,) -+ 0. 
Since deg @(-K,)=Kj? 1 and o,= flc’,, by Proposition 1.2(a) we get H’(C, @(-K&)=0 
and hence H’(S, a(-K,))=O, because q=O. By induction we see that H’(S, @(-nK,))= 
0 Vrzr 1. From Riemann-Roth it follows then that 
dim I-nK,l = +n(n+ l)Kf Vnzl. 
If K,’ I 2 or n 2 2 then by Proposition 1.2(b) Uc(-nK,) is generated by global sec- 
tions, and so I-nK,I is base point free. 
If K:= 1 and n= 1 then dim l--K,1 = 1 and j-K,1 has exactly one fixed point, 
which is the only point of intersection between two distinct divisors which lie in it. 
Suppose now that I -nK,I is base point free, and consider the morphism @, = 
@I_~~,I : S-t PN, where N=+n(n + l)Kz, which is finite by the ampleness of -K,. 
Assume deg CZ&(-nK,) = nKz 2 3; since deg G,(S) 2 N- 1, we get: 
deg @,, = n2Ki/deg o,,(S) 
I n2K:/(N- 1) 5 2n2K:/(n2K: + 1)~ 2. 
We conclude that deg $I, = 1, so that @, is a birational morphism between S and 
&l(S). 
In the case Ki=2, n=l, as K,2=2, we have deg@,=2. 
In the last case K,‘= 1, n = 2, let x0, x1 be a basis of H’(S, @s(-Ks)), and let w be 
such that xi, x:, x0x1, w is a basis of N’(S, @(-2KJ). Then G2 : S + P3 and its image 
is the quadric cone G2(S) = { toti = t:}, whose vertex is the image of {x0=x1 =O>. 
Finally deg & = (-2KJ2/deg G2(S) = 2. This concludes the proof of Lemma 1.1. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1, we can conclude the proof of the sufficency of 
Castelnuovo’s criterion in the case Kjz 3. In this case, indeed, from Lemma 1.1(c) 
we know that @t is birational from S to a surface of degree K,’ in rPKi. By suc- 
cessive projections from a point of the surface, we get a cubic surface S’ in fP3 
which is birational to S. If S’ is smooth, then it is rational by a classic argument; 
if it is singular at the point p, then the multiplicity of p must be 2 (because otherwise 
S’ would be an elliptic cubic cone and q>O) so that the projection from p is bira- 
tional to Ip2. 
In the remaining part of this paper we want to prove the sufficiency of 
Castelnuovo’s criterion in the case K,’ = 2. By what was said in Section 0, it suffices 
to show that a surface S which satisfies the conditions stated at the beginning of this 
paragraph cannot be minimal. 
Let S be such a surface. Let x0, x1, x2 be a basis of H”(S, t&(-K,)) and 
z E H”(S, Gs(-2K,)) be such that the monomials of degree 2 in x0, x1, x2 and z give 
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a basis of the latter vector space. Let R= ankO H’(S, flS(-nK,)) be the an- 
ticanonical ring of S. Counting degrees, we get the following isomorphism of graded 
rings: 
where A is IK[xo,xl, x2, z] graded by deg Xi = 1 and deg z = 2, q and f are homo- 
geneous polynomials of degrees 2 and 4 respectively. 
Then Z= Proj R is a smooth surface, isomorphic to S since -KS is ample, defined 
in the weighted projective space Ip(1, 1, 1,2) = Proj A by the equation .z* + qz + f = 0. 
The natural inclusion IK[xo, x1,x2] CR defines a finite morphism rc : Z-, P* of 
degree 2 which makes the following diagram commutative: 
If char IK #2 then, after the substitution z -+ z + (q/2), we may assume that the 
equation defining Z is z* + f (x0, x1, x2) = 0. The plane quartic (f = 0} along which rc 
is branched must be smooth, since _Z is, and then by a classical result it has 28 
bitangents. If L is such a bitangent, then it is easy to check that the support of the 
divisor n*L has two singular points. The conclusion of the proof of Castelnuovo’s 
criterion in the case K,’ = 2, char IK # 2 lies therefore in the following remark: 
Remark 1.3. Let L be a line in P*, and consider the morphism n : Z-t P*. Then 
the divisor TC*L contains a (-1)-curve if and only if its support has at least two 
(eventually infinitely near) singular points. If this happens, n *L = r, + r2, where r, 
and r, are two (-1)-curves and r, + r2 = 2. All the (-1)-curves of _Z arise in this 
way. 
Proof. Let L be a line in Ip*. Since n*L E 1 -K,I, its arithmetic genus is p = 
1 + +((n*L)* + TC *L - K,) = 1. Moreover, if n*(L) is reducible, it must have two 
components both with multiplicity 1, because rc is finite of degree 2. 
Suppose that x*L has a (-1)-curve as a component, call it r,. We cannot have 
n*(L) = mI’, , m E N, because Ki= 2; it follows that n*(L) = r, + r,, with r2 
irreducible and distinct from r,. Then r, - r2 = -Kz. r, - rf = 2, so the support of 
r, +r2 has two singular points. Conversely, suppose that the support of z*(L) has 
at least two singular points. Since its arithmetic genus is 1, n*(L) must be reducible, 
so we must have n*(L) = r, + r,, with r, , r2 irreducible and distinct and r, f r2z 2. 
Then we see that r,. K,-kT,. K,= -Ki= -2 and rt+F”< -2. But there is an in- 
volution of Z interchanging r, and r,, so it follows that r, . K,= r,. K,= rf = 
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r; = -1, and r,, r, are two (-l)-curves. Finally, since every (-1)-curve in Z 
dominates a line in P*, all the (-1)-curves in C are of this type. 0 
Remark 1.3 shows that Z (and hence S) contains 56 (-1)-curves and that their in- 
cidence configuration is determined by the quartic {f= 0} and its 28 bitangents. We 
see also that the couples of (-1) curves of type a (see the beginning of the next sec- 
tion for the definition) in case K,‘= 2, char IK #2, correspond exactly to the 
bitangents which intersect the quartic in one point i.e., to the hyperflexes of the 
quartic. It follows from [8] that when IK is the field of complex numbers their 
number, namely A, may be any integer between 0 and 12, different from 10, 11. 
We shall see in the following paragraphs that if char IK = 2 the situation is quite dif- 
ferent, since A may be 0, 1, 2, 3, 28. 
2. The map t,v and the case Q = irreducible conic 
We are going to prove Theorem 0.1. We assume char IK = 2 and consider the 
smooth algebraic surface Z, which is isomorphic to the given S and is defined in the 
weighted projective space lP(1, 1,1,2) by the equation 
@(x,z) =z2+q(X0,xl,X2)Z+f(Xg,X1,X2) 
where deg xi = 1, deg z = 2, q and f are homogeneous of degrees 2 and 4 respective- 
ly. We know that K_%=2 and that the natural projection 71 :,Z+ P2, n(x,z)=x, is 
induced by the complete anticanonical linear system / -K, / . 
Our aim is to determine all the (-1)-curves on Z. By Remark 1.3 this amounts 
to determine all the lines L in lP* such that the support of TC*L, which we denote 
by n-‘(L), has two singular points, as in the previous case char IK f2. The only dif- 
ference here is that we cannot make the coordinate change z-+ z+ (1/2)q and 
therefore cannot assume q = 0. In fact, since we are in characteristic 2, it must be 
420, because otherwise .Z would be singular, as { fx,=fx, =fx, = 0) #0. We con- 
clude that z is separable and branched along the conic Q = (q = O}. 
Thus we are left to find the lines L in P2 such that n-‘(L) = r, U r2 contains two 
singular points. We remark that for such a line L there are two possibilities (see 
Remark 3.1): 
(a) the two singular points are infinitely near, i.e. L intersects Q only in one 
point; we then say that r,, r2 is a couple of (-1)-curves of type a; 
(/3) the two singular points are distinct, i.e. L intersects Q in two distinct points; 
in this case we say that r,, r2 is a couple of (- I)-curves of type p. 
Denote by P2* the projective space of lines in fP2. If L is such a line and 
PEL-Q, then Y’(L) is smooth in ~-l(p). So let p=(po,pl,p2)~Q. 
Claim. 2.1. In the set {L E IF’** 1 p E L} there is exactly one line, which we denote by 
L(p), such that n-‘(L) is singular at the point n-‘(p). 
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Proof. Let ~~(p)=(p,r), with r=llfo. Set: 
L(P) = W&Y %I + @,,(P, r)xr + @,,(P, 6x2 = 01. 
Since _Z is smooth and @,(p,r)=q(p)=O we have L(p) E P2*. By Euler’s theorem 
on homogeneous functions (which is still true for weighted variables) we have 
PO@&, r) +P~@~,(P, 4 +P~@JP, r) + 2r@,(p, r) =O 
and hence L(p)z~p. Finally, let L = {axe+ bxl +cx,=O} 3~. The point (p,r) is 
singular for n-‘(L) if and only if 
which is equivalent to L=L(p). 0 
Remark 2.2. A line L E Ip2* lies below a couple of (-1)-curves of type p if and only 
if Lfl Q={p,s} with pfs and L(p)=L(s)=L. If L lies below a couple of (-l)- 
curves of type (Y, then L fl Q= {p} and L = L(p). 
It is then natural to define L : Q + P2*, sending p E Q to L(p). The map L is not 
a morphism, since 
L(P) = (@Jp, r), @,,(P, r), @,,(p, r)) 
and r=llfo; but it defines a morphism Q’-+ P2*, where Q’= rc*Q. To make L 
into a morphism, we define sq : iP2* --f P2* by sq(y0,yl,y2) = (90, y:, y$; since 
char IK = 2, sq is a bijective morphism. Thus we get a morphism 
~=sqoL:Q-tP~*, W(P) = (qx,(P)2f(P) +fx,(P)2)i=o, 42 
and a commutative diagram 
Remark 2.3. Since pal and sq is bijective, for every ME v(Q), y-‘(M) con- 
tains at most two points. In particular w(Q) is an irreducible rational curve in P2*. 
It follows from Remarks 2.2 and 2.3 that the couples of (-1)-curves of type /I on 
_Z correspond exactly to the nodes of the curve w(Q). This shows that we are 
interested in the properties of the morphism v/. 
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We distinguish three cases: (1) Q is an irreducible and therefore smooth conic; (2) 
Q decomposes into tl”o distinct lines; (3) Q is a double line. 
In this section we consider case (l), so we make the assumption that Q is a smooth 
conic. The first step is the study of the differential of I,Y. If p E Q, let o: A’ -+ Q, 
o(O) =p, be a local parametrization of Q at p. Then the condition 
f’(p) = d/d t \,,,fWN = 0 
is independent on the choice of o. 
Proposition 2.4. For p E Q the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) dP v/ = 0, where dP v denotes the differential of w at p; 
(ii) f’(p) = 0; 
(iii) the rank of the following matrix is 1: 
(iv) L(p) = T,Q, where T,Q denotes the tangent line to Q at p; 
(v) Q’=z*Q is singular at C’(p)={(p,Ilfo)}. 
Proof. The equivalence (iii) H (iv) is clear by the definition of L(x). Let W(t)= 
W((7(f))=(Wi(t))i=0,1,2. Suppose for example tyO(p)#O. In affine coordinates 
I,V = (I,v,/I+v~, w2/wo). For i= 1,2 we have 
d/d t If=0 u/i(t)/Wo(t) = 
f ‘(p)[q,(p)f,,(p) - q,,(P)fX,(P)12 
wX,(P)2 
It follows that (i) holds iff (ii) or (iii) hold. To conclude that (i), (ii), (iii) are 
equivalent, it suffices to show that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
We denote by ( , ) the standard bilinear symmetric form on lK3. From q(a(t)) = 0 
we have ((qx,(P))i,(o;(O))i) =O. If (iii) holds, then (f,(p))i=A(q,(p))i for some 
A E IK, because Q is smooth. Hence f’(p) = ((f,(p))i, (O;(O))i) = 0. Suppose con- 
versely that f’(p) = 0. By Euler’s theorem 
( P9 (f,,(P)); 1 = ( P, (4X,(P)), > = 0 
so that the two rows of the matrix of (iii) must lie in the orthogonal of the subspace 
W of lK3 spanned by p = o(O) and (D~(O))~. But dim W= 2, because the parametriza- 
tion is regular at p, and we conclude that the rank is 1. 
Finally, since Q’= (q =.z2 + qz + f = 0}, (v) means that the following matrix has 
rank 1: 
I (4*,j7+.L,)i=O,1,2 (4x,)i=O,1,2 1 (p); 
which is equivalent to (iii). Cl 
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It follows from Remark 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 that the couples of (-1)-curves 
of type a on C correspond to a subset (eventually empty) of the points of Q where 
d w vanishes, which correspond to the cusps of the curve w(Q). We are therefore 
interested in the nodes and cusps of w(Q), and hence in its arithmetical genus. 
The morphism w : Q -+ Ip2* is given by homogeneous polynomials of degree 6, so 
deg we deg w(Q) = 12. 
Proposition 2.5. The morphism ty : Q -+ y(Q) is separable. 
Corollary 2.6. From Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.3 it follows that deg v/ = 1 (and 
degW(Q)=12) ordegW=2 (anddegv(Q)=6). 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. It suffices to find a line H= { Cr=, hizi=O} in Ip2* such 
that at least one of the coefficients of the divisor y*(H) on Q is 1. Therefore we 
look for (hi);=e,r,2 E Ip2 such that the system 
c 4=0, 
I i hi(&f+f,)=O, i=O 
admits a solution PE Ip2 such that the rank of the following matrix is 2: 
I_ 
4 x0 4 XI 4 x2 
fx, jio hj 4 fx, jto hj 4: fx, jio hj 4; 
1 
(P). 
This rank condition is equivalent to the following two: 
(9 i% vGL,(P) + 09 
(ii) rank [;I: Tz: ;:I] (p) = 2 (i.e. dpv + 0). 
Suppose first that we can find p E Q such that L(p) # T,Q. Then if (ao, al, a2) E 
UP)-T,Q, we have Cy=o ai(qxi(p)1/S;o+fx,(p))=09 and C?=o aiq,(p)+O. 
Hence (hi)i = (aF)i E Ip2 is a solution ((ii) is always satisfied because of Proposition 
2.4). 
The case remains in which L(p) = T,Q for every p E Q. But this would imply, 
since J+/ is defined, that for every p E Q 
rank 
I 
4&f &f &f 
f2 
x0 
f; fx2, (p) = l. 
I 
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Then we could define a regular map 
(:Q+lP’, r(p) = (&KG!), ie (0, 1,2). 
Ifpe {f=O} n Q, {f=Ol must be smooth at p, since I+V is defined at p. It follows 
that Q cannot be a component of {f= 0} and that r(Q) = ip’ because it contains 
two distinct points: if p, E Q n {f= 0} and p2 E Q - {f= 0}, then r(pl) = (0,l) and 
[(p2)=(a,b) with a#O. Let ~EQ such that <(r)=(l,l); then w(r)=(q;,(r)f(r)+ 
fz(r))i = (0, 0, 0), which is impossible, because Z is smooth, hence this case cannot 
occur. 0 
To perform the explicit calculations we need to determine nodes and cusps of 
w(Q), it is convenient to put q and f into a normal form. 
Any two smooth tonics are projectively equivalent, so we may assume 
q =x0x2 +xf. To simplify notation, we shall denote by SQ a suitable square of 
homogeneous polynomials in x0, x1, x2. As char IK=2, d/dx;SQ=O. Let f = 
Cj+j+k=4fjjkXbX:‘Xi. 
Proposition 2.7 (Normal form for S). After a coordinate change in the weighted 
projective space Ip(1, 1,1,2), we may assume that 
Proof. If b = C j bixf + Cij b,XiX,, then the change z + z + b changes z2 + qz + f to 
z2 + qz + (f + qb + b2). We can write f= SQ + hxf + 1x0x2 +f*, where 
f * =f3lo& +fol3wdr 
h = C hjXf+ C h,XjXj, 
j ij 
I = C ljXi2+ C ljjXjXj* 
j ii 
Then 
f + qb + b2 = SQ +f31oxh, +fo,w: 
+XF C (ho+ bG)XiXj 
ij 
+ x0x2 ~ (li + bj)XF + C (lij + b,)X,Xj . 
ij > 
To obtain the desired normal form, it suffices then to choose b, = h,, bj = 1;. 0 
We want now to study the critical set C= {p E Q 1 dpw =O>. By Proposition 
2.4(iii), p= (po,p1,p2) is a critical point for w iff 
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which is equivalent to 
il 
POP2 = P?, 
f,,(P) = 0, 
where f,, =.f~~x~+_h& +f21~dx2 +.f~~~%-d. 
Remark 2.8. (i) 15 # CI 3 (# = number of elements). 
(ii) (O,O,l)EC *j&=0; (l,O,O)EC e&10=0; (l,l,l)EC ofi12=f211. 
(iii) w Jc is injective. 
Proof. (ii) is immediate from the above equations; (iii) follows from Proposition 
2.4(iv). (i) follows by the equations or observing that by Proposition 2.4(v), the 
points of C are in bijection via 7~ with the singular points of Q’. By the genus for- 
mula we have p,Q’ = 3, while Q’ is rational, because n : Q’ + Q is purely in- 
separable. Hence if {pi}i= ,, ,,,, #c are the singular points of Q’ and 6i is the 
contribution of pi to p,Q’, we get CT!? 6i= 3 and thus (i). 0 
We see therefore that the case we are considering, namely Q = smooth conic, 
splits into three subcases: (I) #C= 1, 6i = 3; (II) #C= 2, 6, = 2, 82= 1; (III) 
#C=3, 4=4=4= 1. 
We now want to write explicitly I,U in a neighbourhood of a critical point p E C. 
We may assume p = (1, 0,O) so that f3l~ = 0. Let x=x,/x0, y=x2/x0. We have 
W(X,Y) = (Y2.m,Y) +f12i2x2Y4d13Y6+fi211Y2+f1212Y4~ 
J-(x, Y) +h213x2Y4 +.h21,x2~~ 
.m Y) =hoa +.h40x4 +h14Y4 +.5220x2 +f202 Y2 +fo22x2y2 
+fo13xy3 +f211xy +f1,2-v2; 
“f(x) = fk x2> = ho0 +f220x2 +h1 1x3 + (f202 +.&40)x4 
+f112x5 +&22x6 +.613x’ +fio4x8~ 
w(x) = w&,x2) = (X4(f(X)+f:12X6),X4(f2211+X4fi?12+f0:3X8), 
f(x) +h211x2+fif13x10); 
from w(p) = y(O) = (0, 0,f400) it follows f400 f 0. In affine coordinates zo/z2, z1 /z2 
in Ip2* I+U is given by t,~=(wi, w2), where 
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Wl 04 = x4 
f(x) +fIW 
f(x) +f2V +f&x10 ’ 
Iy&) = x4 
f2ll +flLx4+fo:3x8 
f (XI +f2:1x2 +fo:3x10 * 
Remark 2.9. Since char IK = 2, all the tangents to the conic Q = (xoxz=x~} contain 
the strange point S = (0, 1,O). From Proposition 2.4 and the fact that I,U = sq 0 L we 
have thus 
w(C) = w(Q)n {z1= 01. (1) 
Corollary 2.10. w(Q) is an irreducible rational curve of degree 12 in Ip2* and 
ly : Q--t w(Q) is a birational morphism. 
Proof. We must exclude the second possibility of Corollary 2.6. If this were true, 
the intersection multiplicity w(Q). {zl =0} would be 6; but from the above expres- 
sion of v(x) we see that the intersection multiplicity between w(Q) and {zi = 0} at 
w(p), PEC, can only be 4 (if f211#O), 8 (if fill=0 and fi12#0), or 12 (if f211 = 
fl12 = 0 and fo13 # 0). Remark that we cannot have f 211 =fll2 =fo13 = 0 because w(Q) 
is not a line. 0 
Direct computation using the normal form off gives us an information on the 
nodes of w(Q), which by Remarks 2.3 and 2.9 are, with the cusps, the only 
singularities. 
Proposition 2.11. The nodes of w(Q) are all ordinary. 
Proof. Let p1 #p2 E Q be such that y/(pl) = tq(p2). From Proposition 2.4 we see 
that dp, I,V # 0 and dpz TV # 0, because a tangent intersects a conic only in one point. 
We may choose projective coordinates such that p1 = (l,O, 0) and p2 = (O,O, 1). 
Using the normal form off (this time we cannot assume f310 = 0) we have 
w(xo~xl~x2) = (-4f + (f31OXo2Xl +f112xlx;)27 
(f3104 +fon-d +f211xozx2 +f112xox;)2~ 
XoZf + (fO13XlX22 ff21 l&)2). 
Then w(pl)=(O~fi?~,f400), w(pd=(f~4,f~390), and w(PI)=w(P~) impliesf4,0= 
foo4 = 0, fjlO# 0, fo13 # 0. In affine coordinates near the image (0, 1,0) we have 
W(XO~Xl~X2) = (&f +fx’,vf;Y (df +fx’,>/f:>. 
Choosing affine coordinates [=x1/x0, q=x2/xo nearp, we have d/d< Irzo J+v(& c2)= 
(0, f ‘(0)/f;) = (0, f310/fz). In the same way in the coordinates [=x1 /x2, p =x,/x, 
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near p2 we have d/d c Irzo w(c2, 5) = (f’(O)MI,O) = (hM$O). If dP, w and dPz w 
had the same image, then f3i0 =f& = 0, a contradiction. 0 
Using (1) and the fact that v/ 1 c is 
singularities of w(Q), which are: 
ordinary nodes, which cannot lie on 
actly to the couples of (-1)-curves 
n-‘((ql,q2>) is such a couple; 
injective, we get a complete picture of the 
{zi = O}; by Remark 2.2 they correspond ex- 
of type P: if wkQ= w(qd, qlfq2, then 
(hyper)cusps, which are the points of w(Q) II {zi = O}; their number is one, two 
or three according to the Cases I, II, III, and equals the number of singularities of 
Q’; by Remark 2.2 if w(q), qE C is such a cusp, then n-‘(T,Q) = K’(L(q)) may or 
not be a couple of (-1)-curves of type a but all these couples are obtained in this 
way. 
Let N = number of nodes of w(Q); 6, = contribution of the cusp q E w(C) to the 
arithmetic genus of w(Q); A = number of couples of (-1)-curves of type a on 2; 
B = number of couples of (-1)-curves of type p on Z. Since w(Q) is rational of 
degree 12, its arithmetic genus is 55 and we have the following relations: 
55=N+D where D= c a,, 
4E c(C) 
B = N, 
OlAl #C. 
(2) 
Hence to prove Theorem 0.1 in case Q = smooth conic we are left to 
(a) compute 6, for q E w(C); 
(b) determine whether the cusps q E w(C) correspond to couples of (- I)-curves 
of type a; 
(c) verify 2A + 2B = 56. 
First we consider (b). 
Proposition 2.12. Let p E C and assume that projective coordinates have been 
chosen such that p = (LO, 0). Then we have: 
Y’(Tp(Q)) is a couple of (-1)-curves of type (Y * .A00 = f&o. 
Proof. Since (1, 0,O) E C we have f3io = 0. We fix near p the affine coordinates 
x=x,/x0, y =x2/x0, and thus have 
Q={y=x’}; p-(0(0,0); TpQ={y=O}=L(p); 
fl L(,,) = hOO+f220x2+.h40x4~ f400 f O; 
41 L@) =x2; n-'&(p)) = {y = ~2+X2z+f400+f220X2+f040X4 = o}. 
Let z= w+llf,,,; then 
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(w,x) =(O,O) is singular for n-‘@(p)) (as expected); we want to see if there is a 
second infinitely near singular point. 
Case a = llf400+ .&z 0. Blowing-up, in the chart w = w, x= tw we have 
w2(1 +at2+t2w+f040t4w2) = 0. 
If w=O, t=l/fi; but 
a’aw I(w,f)=(O,l/fi) ( 1 + at2 + t2w +f040f4w2) = l/a f 0 
so n-‘@(p)) has only one singular point over p, The same happens in the chart 
x=x, w=tx. 
Case f400+f&=0. Blowing-up, in the chart x=x, w=tx we get x2(t2+xt+ 
fo4,,x2)=O; since (t,x)=(O,O) is singular for the strict transform, there are two in- 
finitely near singular points in n-‘(L(p)) over p. 0 
What remains to do is to compute 6, for the cusps q and verify 2A + 2B = 56. 
This shall be done separately in Cases I, II, III. 
Case III 
In this case c= blrP2,P3}, w(Q) n {ZI =o> = {w(Pl>, w(J)2)r w(P3)), the 
intersection multiplicity of w(Q) and {zr =0} at ty(pl) is 4 and Q’ has three 
singular points at rc-‘(p,), n-‘(p,), n-‘(p,) with 6, =a2=8s = 1. 
The projective transformations on Q are three times transitive, so we may assume 
p~=(1,0,O),p2=(0,0,1),p,=(1,1,1).FromRemark2.8andthefactthattheinter- 
section multiplicity is 4 we get 
AlO =fors = 0, J-112 =.I&1 + 0. 
From ty(pl)#(O,O,O) we have 
fsoo + 0, “ho4 f 0. 
We may assume that the cusp whose 6 we want to compute is y/(p,), and hence 
choose affine coordinates x=x1/x0, y=x2/x0 in lP2 and zo/z2, zr/z2 in fF2*. We 
have 
f(x) = f(x, x2) 
=Lloo +&20x2 +f211x3 + (f202 +fo40)x4 +.&2x5 +&22x6 +foo4x8~ 
v(x) = (x4(f+f:12x6)/(f+f2:1x2),x4(f2:1 +f1212X4Mf+.fi:1X2N. 
In the sequel, by = we mean equal after an affine change of coordinates. To 
calculate 6 we perform a sequence of blowing-ups; we denote by w’(x) the strict 
transform of the ith blowing-up, by 6’ its contribution to 6= CizO 6’, and by U, 
U’ invertible power series in x. 
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6’ = 6 (because I+Y = I,Y’ = (x4U,x4U’), 
w1 = ((f+.&X6)4.G I +ff12x4h x4Gl I +.flb4W+f2: 1x2)) 
= ((f+.el*-aU +x4 + 0&hx4U + 04(w(f+f2211x2~h 
We distinguish several cases. 
Case III(a1). f220=0. By Proposition 2.12 n-l(T_,Q) does not contain any (-l)- 
curve. We have 
f =f400+f211x3+04(x)~ 
w’ = (x3(f*11+01(x)),x4(1 +04(w(f+f2211X2)) = (x3u,x4W, 
6’ = 3, 
v1* = (X3(f211 +ol(x)>~-w. 
Since w*(x) is smooth at x=0, the process stops. We conclude that in this case 
6 = a0 + 6i = 9 and to the cusp does not correspond any couple of (-1)-curves. 
Case III(a2). 0#f220# llf400 and f~l(f400+f&o) +f:20 =O. In this case too, by 
Proposition 2.12, above T,,Q there are no (-1)-curves. 
V’ = (f400 +f220x2 +f 211x3 + (f202 +f040+f400)X4 +fH2x5 +06(x), 
x4(f2211 +f1212x4)/(f +fi21 ,x2)) 
= (x2(f220+f211x+ (f202+fo40+f400)x2+fi12x3 + 04(x), 
x4(1 + O,(-w(f +f*: 1 x2))), 
6’ = 1. 
Blowing-up: 
w * = (x2(f220 +f211x + (f202 +fo40 +f400)x2 +f1 12x3 + 04(x)), 
x2(1 + 04(W(f +fi 1 x2)(f220 +f*G+ (f202 +fo40 +f400)x2 
+f112x3 +04(x))), 
a2 =l. 
Blowing-up: 
w3 = ((f&o +f2:1 x2 + O,(x))(f +f2”1 1x2)(1 + O,(x)), 
x2(1 + 04(X))/(f +fii 1 x2)(f220 +f211x+ (f202 +fo40 +f4cdx2 
+ O,(x))) 
= (f,“,of400 +fAof21 1x3 + O,(x), 
x2(1 + O,(-w(f ff2: 1x2)(f220 + 0, (-9)) 
= (x3u,x*lq 
d3 = 1. 
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Blowing-up we get w4 = (xU, x2 U) which is smooth at x = 0. In conclusion, in Case 
III(a2), 6 = 6’+ 6’ + 6* + d3 = 9 and to the cusp does not correspond a couple of 
(-1)-curves of type o. 
Case III(a3). 0 ff220 f llf400 and y =f&1 (f400 +f&o) +f2320 # 0. As in the previous 
case we get, after a contribution of do+ 6’ + 6* = 8: 
w3 = (.&o”&oo+ YX2 +f211f2220x3+ 04(x>, 
x2(1 +04(w(f+f22l, x2u220+.f211x+02w) 
= (x2~Y+f211f2220 x+02(xhx2(1 +~4(~))~(f220+f211x+02(~)))~ 
a3 = 1. 
Since y +f:2o =f$r (fAo +f400) #O, I+V~ is smooth at 0. We conclude that in Case 
III(a3) 6 = 9 and there are no (-1)-curves corresponding to the cusp. The last Case 
III is: 
Case III(b). 0 +f220 = l/f400 and thus y =f230# 0. In this case, by Proposition 2.12 
n-‘(T,,Q) is a couple of (-1)-curves of type cr. In the same way as before we get 
6= 10. 
In conclusion: 
if f220#llf400 (III(a)) then 6=9 and to the cusp y/(pr) there corresponds no 
couple of (-I)-curves; we call such a cusp of type 4a; 
if f220=llf400 (III(b)) then 6= 10 and to the cusp cl/(p,) there corresponds one 
couple of (-1)-curves of type a; we call such a cusp of type 4b. 
From the relations (2) it follows then that we can have the following possibilities 
for the CUSPS v(P~), v/(172), W(P~ (see Table 2). 
We conclude that in any case 2A + 2B = 56, so that Theorem 0.1 is proved in 
Case III. 
Remark 2.14. Case III may actually occur: it suffices to fix q=xox2+xf and 
choose f such that (f,,,f,,,f,,) does not vanish along {q=O}, such that f3ro= 
Table 2 
Type of cusps 
{4a, 4a, 4a) 
(4a, 4a, 4b} 
{4a, 4b, 4b) 
{4b, 4b, 4b} 
D N=B A 2A+2B CBnm’(p,))i=1,2,3 
21 28 0 56 (1.171) 
28 21 1 56 (l,l,l) 
29 26 2 56 (l,l, 1) 
30 25 3 56 (1, 191) 
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f&s = 0 (which by Remark 2.8 imply (0, l,O), (O,O, 1) E C) and such that f2i 1 =fi Iz 
(which in the same way implies (1, 1, ~)EC). Then the smooth surface E= 
{z2+qz+f=O} C P(1, 1,1,2) is the required one. We remark also that all four sub- 
cases of III may actually occur: we can impose onfbesides the above the condition 
f220 # llf400 or fiza = G, which imply that (1, 0,O) is of type 4a or 4b. In the same 
way we can impose that (O,O, 1) and (1, 1,l) are of type 4a or 4b, since the 
parameters are enough. 
Case ZZ 
In thiscase C={p,,p,), ~(Q)~{~,=~}={w(B~),w(P~)}, wemayassume that 
the intersection multiplicity of w(Q) and {zi =0} is 4 at w(p2) and 8 at Al/, and 
Q’ has two singular points at K’(p,), 71-‘(p2) with a,.-1,,,,=2, dn-l~pz)= 1. 
The situation at p2 is exactly the same as at the points pi in Case III, SO we have 
two possibilities: 
4a: %P2) =9 and no (-1)-curves are contained in n-‘(TP2Q); 
4b: 6 w(P2j = 10 and 71-l (r_,Q) is a couple of (-1)-curves of type cr. 
To see what happens in p,, we may assume as in Case III that p1 = (l,O, 0) and 
p2 = (O,O, 1). From Remark 2.8, the fact that the intersection multiplicity is 8 and 
that w is defined at pi, we get 
.hlO =.h =o> 
fill = 0 and f112 +O, 
ho0 f 0 and foo4+ 0, 
"f(x) =f400+f220~2+~f202+f040~~4+fi~2~5+f022~6+f004~8~ 
v(x) = (X4~f+f1212X6v~X8m. 
We have do= 6. Blowing-up: 
w’(x) = (x4(f+f:12x6)/f,x4/(f+f:12x6)), 
6'=6. 
Blowing-up: 
w2w = (f+0,2(x),x4/(f+f:12x6)). 
In case fizo = 0 (which implies fizo# l/f400, so that there are no (-1)-curves of type 
(Y associated) we get either 
l$(x)=(x4(1+yx+02(x)),x4/(1+o~(x))), y#o 
or 
l$(x)=(x5(l +0,(x)>,x4/(1 +02(x))). 
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Type of cusps D N=B A 2A+2B (G’(,,)h= I,2 
(8% 4a) 21 28 0 56 (2?1) 
{Sa, 4bI 28 27 1 56 (2,1) 
{8b, 4aI 28 21 1 56 (291) 
{8b, 4b) 29 26 2 56 (2,l) 
In both cases 6’= 6 and the next blowing-up gives w3(x) smooth at 0. Thus in case 
j&= 0 we have 6= 18 and no (-1) curves of type a. 
If j&,#O, long computations of the same type show that we can have cusps of 
two types: 
8a (j&f llf400): 6 = 18 and zP1(Tp,Q) contains no (-1)-curve; 
8b (j& = llf400): 6 = 19 and n-‘(T,,Q) is a couple of (-1)-curves of type (Y. 
The resulting possibilities are given by Table 3. 
The four cases of Table 3 and the four of Table 2 are all different from each other 
if we consider the configuration of the 56 (-1)-curves and the curve Q’. As in 
Remark 2.14, all the four cases of Table 3 may actually occur. 
Case I 
In this case C= {pi}, w(Q) fl {zi =0} = {t,~<pi)}, the intersection multiplicity of 
w(Q) and {zr =0} at w(pi) is 12 and Q’ has only one singular point at n-‘(pi) 
with 6=3. 
We may assume p, =(l,O,O). From the hypothesis we get: 
.&cl = 0, 1211 =_I-112 = 0, 
hl3 + 07 f4oo # 0, 
J-(x> =.&o +.f220x2 + u202 +fo40)x4 +.A0229 +.&3x’ +ho4x8~ 
W(x)=(X4f/(f+fo:3X’o),X12/(f+f0:3X10)). 
As in the previous cases, after a (long) sequence of blowing-ups we see that we 
can have the following possibilities: 
12a U220 + llf400): &(pI) = 27 and n-‘(T,,Q) contains no (-1)-curve; 
12b U-220 = ~&id: &cp,) = 28 and n-‘(T,,,Q) is a couple of (-1)-curves of 
type a. 
Table 4 
Type of cusps 
12a 
12b 
D N=B A 2A+2B w(m) 
27 28 0 56 3 
28 21 1 56 3 
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Thus we get the possibilities shown in Table 4. 
As before, with respect to the configuration of the 56 (-1)-curves and Q’, the 10 
cases of Tables 2, 3 and 4 are all different from each other; and they may all occur, 
as in Remark 2.14. 
Since in all cases 2A + 2B = 56, the proof of Theorem 0.1 is complete when Q is 
a smooth conic. 
3. The case Q = two distinct lines 
We may assume q(xo,x1,x2) =x1x2, hence Q = Li + L2 where Li = {Xi = 0} . 
Remark 3.1. L, and L2 do not lie below any (-1)-curve, because for i= 1,2, 
rrpl(Li) is irreducible and we can apply Remark 1.3. It follows in particular that 
I+V IL, is injective and that the only nodes of w are of the type I,v(JJ~)= v(p2) with 
P,EL,-J52, PzEL2-L,. 
Remark 3.2. Let L C P2 be a line lying below (in the sense of Remark 1.3) a couple 
of (-1)-curves r,, r2 of type a; then L is distinct from L, and L2 (by Remark 3.1) 
and must contain the point { (1, O,O)} = L, n L2 (since otherwise r, . r2 2 3, con- 
tradicting Remark 1.3). In particular, from Claim 2.1 it follows that there is at most 
one couple of (-1)-curves of type a on 2. 
Proceeding as in Proposition 2.7, we may assume thatfis in the following normal 
form: 
where 
~(xo,xI>x~) = SQ +fi3oxox: +f,o,& +_hoxh~ +fio~ox: 
SQ = f4oo.d ffwoxf +fiod +.&22x:x22 +ho2x;x22 +.f22ox;d. 
It follows 
where 
w(xo,x,,x2) = (fx2,J22f+fi$X:f+f,22) 
f,, = hod +f30&2 +f3,0& +ho3& 
fx, =fi3oxox: +h1oxk 
fx, =f3o1x~+“fio3xo& 
Since w(l,O,O)=(O,f3:0,f320~), it follows Cf3~0,_f30~)+(0,0). 
As in Section 2, we study the differential of t,~. For i = 1,2 let wi = I,V 1 L, : Li -+ P2*, 
.A=f IL,, x=x,/x0, y =x2/x0. First consider v/~. We have 
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.fiw =fU,x9O) =f400+f310~+f220~2+fi3~~3+fo40~4~ 
v,@> = vU9.%0) = ~~o~2+f:3~~6,f3210+f:3~~4~~2fi +.&,h 
f;(x) =f310+.&0x2. 
Remark 3.3. For i= 1,2, the morphism I,v;: Li-t wi(Lj) is separable. The proof is 
the same as that of Proposition 2.5. 
The condition d, v/t = 0 is equivalent to the fact that the rank of the matrix 
w;(x) I 1 w,(x) (P) 
is 1. Since this matrix is 
r 
0 0 x*f; (x) 
x2(f3m+fi30x2)2 (f3*0+fi30x2)2 x”f1 +.GN (p) 1 
we see that the condition is: x=0 or f310+fi30x2 =0, which in homogeneous coor- 
dinates becomes 
P = (l,O,O) or P = (l/f,,,l~~O). 
Remark that (fi30, f310)#(0, 0), because otherwise d w1 would vanish on all L,, 
contradicting Remark 3.3. 
We have thus two possibilities: 
a: f3,0=O; then d wl=O only in (l,O,O) and fi30#0; 
b: f310#0; then d wl=O in (l,O,O) and in <l/f,,,,G,O>. 
We may assume the second point to be (0, l,O), so that fi30=0. 
In the same way we have two possibilities for I,v~: 
a’: f30, = 0; then d I,U* vanishes only in (1, 0,O) and fi03 f 0; 
b’: f301 # 0; we may assume fio3 = 0 and d I,V~ vanishes in (1, 0,O) and in (0, 0,l). 
Since (f310, f30,) # (0, 0), up to symmetry we have only two cases: 
ab’: f310=fi03=0, f30,#0, fi30#0, d I+V vanishes only in (l,O,O) and (O,O, 1); 
bb’: fi30=f,03=0, f310#0, f301 #O, d I+V vanishes only in (l,O,O), (0, l,O), (O,O, 1). 
In Case ab’ we have 
f = SQ +fi3oxox: +f3cux:xz. 
In Case bb’ we have 
f = SQ +f3ax;xz +f3,ox;x,. 
Remark 3.4. It follows from Remark 3.1 that for i = 1,2 K1 (L;) is rational and 
has only one singularity with 6= 1. Since, for example, rr-‘(L,)={z2+f=x2=0}, 
a/&=0, a/ax=f;(x), we conclude that in case bb’ n-‘(L,) and n-‘(L2) are 
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singular above (0, 1,O) and (0, 0,l) respectively and intersect transversally above 
(l,O,O), where they are smooth. In Case ab’, K1(L1) is singular above (l,O,O), 
while n-‘(L2) is singular above (0, 0,l). 
Proposition 3.5. In Case ab’ there are no couples of (-1)-curves of type (Y on .X. 
In case bb’ there is exactly one such couple, and it lies above the line L(l, 0,O) = 
{ f3,0xl + f30,x2 = 01, if and only if the following condition holds: 
f220fjzo1 ff202f3210 +f3,0f30, G = 0. (3) 
Proof. Let r,, r, be a couple of (-1)-curves of type a on Z. By Remark 3.2 it 
must lie above the curve L(l,O,O). Since w(1,0,0)=(0,fi0,f3&), L(l,O,O)= 
{f310x1+f301x2=O). In Case ab’, L(l,O,O)=L,, and because of Remark 3.1 or 3.4 
there are no (-1)-curves above it. 
Suppose we are in Case bb’. As in Proposition 2.12, we impose two singular 
points above (0,O) for the curve on _Z’: 
{f3,ox+f301Y = 22+xYZ+f(x,Y) = O> 
where 
f (x9 Y) = f400 +fo40x4 +foo4 Y4 +fo22x2y2 +f220x2 +f202 Y2. 
Let Y = YX, Y =f310/f301; we get 
z2 + yx% + f (x, yx) = 0. 
The point (x,z) = (0, G) is singular, as expected. The coordinate change 
z-+2+& yields 
.z2+ yx2z+ax2+bx4 = 0 
where a = f220 + f202 y2 + y &. Blowing-up, we get in the chart z= UU, x= u: 
u2(u2+ yuu +a+ bu2)=0. The point (u, U) =(O,fi) is singular for the strict 
transform if and only if a=O, which is equivalent to (3). 0 
What remains to be done is to determine the couples of (-1)-curves of type /3, 
which correspond to the nodes of v/. 
Remark 3.6. (i) For i = 1,2, W;(Li) is an irreducible rational curve of degree 6 in 
Ip2*. 
(ii) All the intersections between w,(L,) and w2(L2) distinct from y/(1,0,0) are 
transversal, and thus their multiplicity is 1. 
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that the morphism Wi is injective by Remark 3.1, 
separable by Remark 3.3, and is given by homogeneous polynomials of degree 6. 
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To prove (ii) it suffices to show that: 
(1) PELi, pf(l,O,O), dpWi=O imply Vi(P)BVj(Li) forjfi; 
(2) PIELI, PZELZ, PI+PD w~(PI)=Y/z(P~ imply dp,v1(Ld+dP2v2(L2). 
We prove (1) and (2) in Case ab’; Case bb’ is analogous. 
JY = (J-l% +fj”o&4~ ~22~+tf,“3~~o’~~~~:f+f;?ol~~). 
To prove (l), we must show that (1, 0,O) and (0, 0, 1) are the only points of Q having 
their image under v/. 
Let (x0,x1,x2)~Q be such that 1+~(x~,x,,x~)=~(1,0,0)=(0,0,1). It must be 
x0 # 0, because otherwise x1 = 0, but ~(0, 0,l) = (0, 1,O). From xix2 = 0 and _fhoxfi = 
f:oIx~x~ we conclude that (x0,x1,x2) =(l,O,O). In the same way we see that no 
point of L, has ~(0, 0,l) = (0, 1,O) as image. 
Suppose now that pl, p2 are as in the hypothesis of (2). From (1) we know that 
p, , p2 # (1, 0,O); p2 # (0, 0,l); dpl I+V~ # 0 and dp2 w2 # 0. We want to show that dpl w1 
and dpzv2 have different images. Choose affine coordinates u=xo/xl on L, and 
0=x0/x2 on L2. Near p2, v # 0. In affine coordinates in Ip2* we have: 
w1 (u) = (u29 (f(u) +f3& ~6)/zo), 
w2(0) = Wo~G v4, v2). 
We see immediately that dpl I+V~ = (0, . ..). dp2w2 = (... ,O), so their image must be 
transversal. 0 
The couples of (- I)-curves of type p on Z correspond to couples of distinct points 
p,eL1, p2eL2 such that tyl(p,)=w2(p2) and p,, pz#(l,O,O). These are all in- 
tersections of v/l (L,) and v2(L2) with multiplicity 1. Let A4 denote the intersection 
multiplicity between y/,(L,) and v2(L2) at w(l,O, 0). Since these two curves have 
degree 6, we conclude that the number B of couples of (- I)-curves of type p on Z is 
B = 36-M. 
We are left to find M in the different cases. 
Case ab’. By Proposition 3.5 there are no (-1)-curves of type a on 2. Let 
x=xt/xo, Y=X2/Xo, fi(X)=f(l,X,O), _h(Y)=fu,O,Y). 
v,(x) = (f:30x6J-i230x4JJ201 +x2.fA 
w2w = (&I1 Y2J2fiJ3&>. 
In affine coordinates in Tp2* we have: 
w,(x) = (fl?Jox64f3$ +x2fi)J?30x44f& +x2fi)), 
w2w = cv2~Y2f2~f;201). 
Since the tangents are distinct, we get M= 8. We conclude that in this case A = 0, 
B=28. 
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Case bb’l. This is Case bb’ when (3) is not satisfied, and hence A =O. With the 
same notations as before we have 
w = (_&r&2 +f~o&:, &+“I-&& x~~+f3x), 
J-i(X) = f400 +.kox +f220x2 +.&0x4* 
f2(Y) =f400+f301Y+f2D2~+fo04Y4~ 
In affine coordinates (zl,z2) in P2* we have 
Wl(X) = (&x2U?$ +x2fi)&10/(f3& +x2fi)), 
W2(Y) = (Y29 tY2L?+&Mi,). 
After the coordinate change (z,, z2) -, (zr, z2 + (fsr&~~)~) we get 
Wl(X) = (f~ox24f3i1 +x2fi),f;210x2fi/f3201(f3201 +x2”m 
w2c4) = (Y2~Y2f2~f3i,>. 
The contribution to the multiplicity is M,=4. The tangents are the same so we 
must use blowing-up. As in Section 2 we denote by = equality up to an affine coor- 
dinate change, by I,V: the kth blowing-up of wr, and by Mk the contribution of the 
kth blowing-up to M= Ck20 Mk. 
w:(x) = (f:G2U& +x2fi)J-i&% 
w:(u) = (Y2Jx3&), 
w;(Y) = (Y2~Yu301 +f202Y+foo4Y3)). 
We have M, = 1 and coincident tangents, so we must use blowing-up again. After 
three blowing-ups with contribution M2 =M3 =M4 = 1, we get finally distinct 
tangents, and conclude that in this case M= 8, B = 28. 
Case bb’2. This is Case bb’ when (3) is satisfied, and therefore there is one couple 
of (-1)-curves of type (Y on Z. The sequence of blowing-ups gives MO = 4, Mr = 1, 
M2 = 1, iW3 = 1, M4 = 1, M, = 1 and then distinct tangents. We conclude that in this 
case M=9, B=27, A= 1. 
We summarize the results of this section in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Case M B A 2A+2B 
ab’ 8 28 0 56 
bb’l 8 28 0 56 
bb’2 9 27 1 56 
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As in Section 2, with respect to the configuration of the 56 (-1)-curves and the 
curve Q’, these three rases are all different from each other (and from the previous 
ones); in the same way as in Remark 2.14 they may all occur. 
Theorem 0.1 is therefore proved when Q decomposes into two distinct lines. 
4. The case Q = double line 
We may assume q(x0,xlrx2) =xf, hence Q = 2N where H= (x1 = 0} and 0(x, z) = 
z2+X:Z+f(Xg,Xi,X2). 
Remark 4.1. As in Remark 3.1, we see that n-‘(H) does not contain any (-l)- 
curve. It follows that the morphism y is injective and that there are no couples of 
(-1)-curves of type p on C. 
As in Proposition 2.7, we may assume that f is in the following normal form: 
f = SQ +fll2wlx; +f2ll-&lx2 +f31&1 +flo3& 
+f3f&2 +fol3v: 
where SQ is as before. We see that n-‘(H) is singular above the point 
(s,O, l/f,,,); we may assume this point to be (0, 0,l). Thus we have: 
fill3 = 09 f301 f 0, 
fo13 # 0 (because H = L(O,O, 1) = (0, fo13, 0)). 
We are looking for the couples of (-1)-curves of type a on Z, hence for the lines 
L in lP2 lying below them, i.e. such that L #H (by Remark 4.1) and n-‘(L) has two 
infinitely near singular points above L fl H (by Remark 1.3). Instead of using the 
maps L and I,U of the previous paragraphs, we shall construct them directly in lP** 
as an intersection of two curves. 
Let L* = { Cf=o AiXi=O} E P**, LA #H. We have H rl L, = (A2, 0, Ao). As in Claim 
2.1, K’(L,) is singular above Hfl L, if and only if 
rank fxo -fi fx, 
I 
O = 1. 
A0 a21 22 0 II (xo,xl,~2)=(~2,o,Al) 
Since A2 f,, + A0 f,, = 0, this condition is equivalent to 
A2fx,V2, 0, A,) + ~,fx$2, 0, &J = 0 
which is 
~2(fll2~~~2+f21l~o~:+f3lo~:+fo,3~~+f3o,w:) = 0. (4) 
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Remark 4.2. If a line LA lies below a couple of (-1)-curves of type a, then A,#O, 
because otherwise NfJ LA = (O,O, 1) and H= LA because K’(H) is singular above 
(0, 0, l), which contradicts Remark 4.1. 
It follows that the lines LA we are looking for belong to D- ()L2 =O), where D 
is the following cubic in P**: 
D = {fi12~~~2+f211~0~~+f310~~+fo13~~+f301~1~~ = 01. 
Consider K’(LA). Having excluded {A2 = 0}, we may consider the following affine 
coordinates: 
X = Xi/X@ y = x*/x0 in P2, 
a = J.(J&, p = A,/& in P2*, 
x, y, 5 = z/x; in P(l,l, 1,2). 
Then 7c-1 (LA) = { [* + x*[ +f(x, y) = 0, y = px + a}. Substituting, the equation 
defining 71-l (LA) in A;, i becomes 
[*+X*<+f(XJX+a) = 0 
where 
f(x,bx+a) =s,+s,x+s,x*+s3x3+s4x4 
where 
so =.&oo +J301 ~+fzo*~* +foo4~4~ 
Sl =f310+f21,~+f301P+fi~2~2+fo13~3~ 
s2 = f220 +f21 I P +fo22a2 +f202P2 +fo13 a2Ps 
s3 =fi12P2+fo13~P2. 
As expected, J. ED implies si = 0. After the affine coordinate change c- [+ 6, 
the equation becomes 
~*+x*~+(~+s*)x*+s3x3+s4x4 = 0. 
For 2 ED - {A2 = O}, we impose that z-l (LA) has a second singular point over 
LA fl H, at (c, x) = (0,O). Blowing-up, in the chart c = UU, x = u we get 
U*(o* + UU + fi+ s, + us3 + u2s4) = 0. 
On the strict transform, u = 0 implies o = (fi+ s2)“*; at (u, u) = (0, (fi+s2)“*) we 
have 
a/au = 0, a/au = (fi+S*)l’*+S3. 
Let E be the curve in P** defined by the following equation: 
(a/a24j4 = S, + S; + S; = 0. 
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We have proved the following: 
Remark 4.3. The lines LA lying below the couples of (- 1)-curves of type a in 2: are 
exactly the points of D fl E fl { A2 f 0} . 0 
To prove Theorem 0.1 in the case of the double line, it suffices therefore to show 
that the above intersection in P2* contains 28 points, which is done in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. The curves D and E intersect at (0, 1,0) with multiplicity 8; all the 
other intersections are in { A2 # 0} and are transversal. In particular, since deg D = 4 
and deg E = 12, the set D fl En (A, # 0} contains 28 points. 
Proof. First we write the equation of E: 
Call d and e the equations defining D and E. The singular points of E are given by 
e = 0, 
de/U0 = fjolA:' = 0, 
ae/aA, = 0, 
afuan, = f30,AoA~o = 0. 
Since f301 #O and fo13 #0 we get Sing(E) = { (0, l,O), (l,O, O)}. In the same way 
Sing(D) is given by 
d=O, 
ad/aAo = f2,,~:+fo,& = 0, 
ad/al, = f30,A: = 0, 
ad/aA2 = f,,2&$+f3,0~~ = 0, 
and thus Sing(D) = ((0, 1, O)}. The multiplicity intersection of E and D at (0, 1,O) is 
8, since the respective tangent cones are fA2A:+f&Ai=0 and Ai=O. 
The other intersections of D and E are in {A, # 0}, and as (1, 0,O) $ D these are 
at smooth points. It remains to see that these intersections are all transversal: in 
{A2= l}, we have (&/aA,, ae/aA,) = (..., 0), while ad/&l, =f301 #O. 0 
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When Q is a double line we have thus only one case: 
B A 2A+2B 
0 28 56 
This case is different from the previous ones, and as in Remark 2.14 it may occur. 
The proof of Theorem 0.1 is now complete. 
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